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Introduction
Randomization method in clinical trials
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The motive: FDA’s perspective
Adaptive Designs for Clinical Trials of Drugs and Biologics
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Guidance for Industry, dated September 2018 (draft)

[…] covariate-adaptive treatment assignment, a technique in which a patient’s treatment 
assignment depends in part or entirely on his or her baseline characteristics and the baseline 
characteristics and treatment assignments of previously enrolled patients. Such an approach 
is used to promote balance between treatment groups on baseline covariates. One well 
known example of covariate-adaptive randomization is minimization (Pocock and Simon 
1975) […].

Covariate-adaptive treatment assignment techniques do not directly increase the Type I error 
probability when analyzed with the appropriate methodologies (generally randomization 
or permutation tests). These techniques can increase the predictability of treatment 
assignment relative to simple randomization, but this predictability can be mitigated with an 
additional random component to prevent perfectly deterministic treatment assignment.



The motive: FDA’s perspective
Adaptive Designs for Clinical Trials of Drugs and Biologics
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“Since the subject allocation algorithm is covariate-adaptive, please consider 
conducting a permutation test as a sensitivity analysis.”



Permutation & Re-randomization test
Theoretical background
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• Classical statistical inference is based on the assumption that subjects are randomly
assigned to treatments.

• Minimization is a deterministic method (+ random % may be added).

• Permutation and re-randomization tests allow to obtain an estimate of the probability that 
the observed effect is actually only due to the randomization algorithm (p-value).

• Concept for superiority test: under the null hypothesis of no effect, the observed test 
statistic t* is only due to how split subjects in groups  shuffling group labels give similar 
test statistics.

• Generate the null distribution using all (or many) label permutations  permutation

• Generate the null distribution applying the very same randomization algorithm  re-randomization

p = P(T ≥ t* | H0) = 
∑ ∗



Permutation test
Permutation test: a toy example
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4/4 - 0/4 = 1 = t*

3/4 - 1/4 = 2/4  in 16 permutations

2/4 - 2/4 = 0 in 36 permutations

0/4 - 4/4 = -1  in 1 permutation

p = 1/70 = 0.014 

1/4 - 3/4 = -2/4  in 16 permutations



Permutation test
Permutation test: a toy example
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2/4 - 2/4 = 0 = t*

3/4 - 1/4 = 2/4  in 16 permutations

2/4 - 2/4 = 0 in 35 permutations

0/4 - 4/4 = -1  in 1 permutation

p = 53/70 = 0.76 

1/4 - 3/4 = -2/4  in 16 permutations

4/4 - 0/4 = 1  in 1 permutation



Permutation & Re-randomization test
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• Generate the null distribution using all (or many) label permutations  permutation

• Generate the null distribution applying the very same randomization algorithm  re-randomization

Which one shall we use?

FDA consistently requests to apply a re-randomization test.



Re-randomization test
Algorithm
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The original treatment assignment algorithm must be used to re-randomize subjects while 
keeping outcomes, covariates and entry order as observed. The procedure will look like this:

1. Obtain the test statistics T* for the superiority of X against Y (primary analysis).

2. Estimate the distribution of the test statistics with R repetitions of the following two 
steps:

a. Re-randomize treatment assignment (original algorithm)

b. Re-obtain the test statistics T

3. Derive the p-value associated to the observed test statistics (from step 1) based on 
the empirical distribution in step 2 

p = M+1/R+1

Where M is the number of repetitions such that T ≥ T*.



Re-randomization test
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Re-randomization test
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USUBJID ENTRY MINIMIZATION 
COVARIATE_1

… MINIMIZATION 
COVARIATE_k

ACTUAL 
GROUP

OUTCOME

00001 1 50-60 yoa … smoker X 213

00200 200 60-70 yoa … no smoker Y 115

Step 1: Primary analysis



Re-randomization test
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USUBJID ENTRY MINIMIZATION 
COVARIATE_1

… MINIMIZATION 
COVARIATE_k

ACTUAL 
GROUP

OUTCOME

00001 1 50-60 yoa … smoker X 213

00200 200 60-70 yoa … no smoker Y 115

Step 1: Primary analysis

Primary
Analysis (T*)



Re-randomization test
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USUBJID ENTRY MINIMIZATION 
COVARIATE_1

… MINIMIZATION 
COVARIATE_k

ACTUAL 
GROUP

OUTCOME

00001 1 50-60 yoa … smoker X 213

00002 2 50-60 yoa … no smoker Y 58

00200 200 60-70 yoa … no smoker Y 115

RE-RANDOM 
GROUP_1

… … … RE-RANDOM GROUP_R

X Y X X Y

Y X Y X X

X Y Y X X

Step 2: Re-randomizations

Random components have direct and indirect effects on the overall allocation



Re-randomization test
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USUBJID … ACTUAL 
GROUP

RE-RANDOM 
GROUP_1

… RE-RANDOM 
GROUP_R

OUTCOME

00001 … X X … Y 213

00200 … Y X … X 115

Re-randomizations
(Ti)

Step 2: Re-randomizations



Re-randomization test
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Step 3: p-value



Re-randomization test
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T*

Step 3: p-value



Some extensions
Other study designs
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First step

«We know how to do it!»
• Superiority trial
• 2-groups comparison 

• Non-Inferiority
• >2 groups

But then…



Some extensions
Non-Inferiority testing on linear scale
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Let , … , the outcomes for the control group and

and , … , the outcomes for the investigational group

:   
:  

:   0
: 0

where , … , and , … ,

And apply the algorithm for superiority.
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Some extensions
>2 groups

CONTROL
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Some extensions
>2 groups

1st re-randomization
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Some extensions
>2 groups

2nd re-randomization



3rd re-randomization
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Some extensions
>2 groups
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Some extensions
>2 groups
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Some extensions
>2 groups

FDA’s recommendation is to still use the original allocation 
algorithm to re-randomize subjects.
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Monte Carlo Simulations
Superiority testing: operating characteristics

True treatment 
difference
(log-scale)

Primary Analysis
[ANOVA on logs]

(% rejected)

Sensitivity Analysis
[Re-random test]

(% rejected)

0 2.9 3.2

0.15 42.1 39.9

0.30 90 88.5

0.60 100 100

1000 MC simulations
1000 re-randomizations

64 subjects into 2 treatment groups
1 log-normal outcome

2 (binary) unbalanced prognostic 
variables for minimization
Random component = 10 %
Nominal power= 90 %
Nominal alpha (one-sided)= 2.5 %
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Monte Carlo Simulations
Non-inferiority testing: operating characteristics

True treatment 
difference
(log-scale)

Primary Analysis
[ANOVA on logs]

(% rejected)

Sensitivity Analysis
[Re-random test]

(% rejected)

-0.5 3 2.4

-0.25 41.3 38.5

0 90.7 88

0.25 100 99.7

1000 MC simulations
1000 re-randomizations

24 subjects into 2 treatment groups
1 log-normal outcome

2 (binary) unbalanced prognostic 
variables for minimization
Random component = 10 %
Non-inferiority margin = 0.5
Nominal power= 90 %
Nominal alpha (one-sided)= 2.5 %
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• FDA consistently requests to conduct a re-randomization test as a sensitivity analysis 
when a covariate-adaptive allocation algorithm is used in confirmatory trials.

• Random components in the minimization algorithm mitigate its predictability and 
deterministic nature.

• Based on conducted simulations, the re-randomization test maintains operating 
characteristics similar to the primary analysis in a variety of settings.

• Some technical challenges: ADaM domain with > R columns, validation & reproducibility.

Conclusions



Thank you!


